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Abstract

Results

Parkinson’s Disease is a movement disorder that affects the
nervous system and is associated with motor and non-motor
symptoms. The mainstay of treatment currently is Levodopa,
most commonly in combination with Carbidopa known as
Sinemet. When used for an extended amount of time, as most
patients with Parkinson’s will need, there is decreased efficacy
of the drug, leading to more symptoms and increased falls.
Therefore, this review analyzes the use of hydrotherapy
exercise training (I) for more efficacy in improving balance and
improving quality of life (O) in patients diagnosed with mild to
moderate Parkinson’s Disease (P), when compared to the
standard treatment of Levodopa (C).
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Introduction

Parkinson’s Disease

Overview
§ Neurodegenerative, movement disorder caused by the
progressive death of nerve cells that produce dopamine
§ 500,000 people currently affected, 50,000 new cases each
year
§ Associated with poor balance and increased fall risk

Discussion

Symptoms
• Motor symptoms: tremor, rigidity and bradykinesia
• Non-motor symptoms : depression, anxiety and fatigue
Treatment
• There is no cure for Parkinson’s Disease, treatment directed
at symptom management
• Mainstay of treatment Levodopa which synthetically
increases amount of Dopamine in the brain1
• Exercise therapy has been studied as an alternative or
adjunct therapy but more specifically hydrotherapy which
focuses on improving balance, flexibility and strength by
increasing Dopamine in the brain7

Study

Methods
A literature search was completed through PubMed and
Clinical Key in November 2018. Six articles were selected based
on their study design, sample population and relevance to the
research question.

Duration Follow-up

Type of therapy

Outcome
measurements

1

10 weeks

After 1 month

Land therapy v Ai Chi
(hydrotherapy)

VAS, Tin, TGUG, FTSTS, UPDRS,
BBS

2

30 weeks

None

Levodopa

UPDRS, PDQ-39

3

3 weeks

3 days after
completion of
intervention

On land therapy v underwater
walking therapy

Gait Analysis (speed, length,
cadence), UPDRS, TGUG, BBS,
PDQ-39

4
5

1 day
1 day

None
None

On v Off Levodopa
On v Off Levodopa

VAS, UPDRS, Gait Analysis
ABC, AIMS, ISAW, Gait Analysis
(Velocity, Sway)

6

6 weeks

6 months

Hydrotherapy

FGQ, FRT, TGUG, BBS

Key:
RCT = Randomized Control Trial; RDBCT = Randomized Double-Blind Control Trial; CSS = Cross-sectional study; VAS = pain visual analog scale; Tin = Tinetti
Test; TGUG = Timed get up and go; FTSTS = Five Times Test; UPDRS = Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale; BBS = Berg Balance Scale; PDQ-39 =
Parkinson’s Disease Questionnaire; #s/t = Number of steps per turn; ABC = Activities-specific Balance Confidence Scale; AIMS = Abnormal Involuntary
Movement Scale; ISAW = Instrumental Stand and Walk Test; FGQ = Freezing Gait Questionnaire; FRT = Functional Reach Test

Strengths
• 5/6 studies were RCT reducing bias
• 5/6 studies had either single of double blinding
• P-value of <0.05 was used in all studies to
determine statistical significance
Limitations
• Small sample sizes
• Short treatment timelines all <10 weeks
• Inadequate long term follow up to determine long
term efficacy of symptom management modalities
There are no studies that directly compare
Levodopa to Hydrotherapy in symptom
management of Parkinson’s Disease, however using
the results of the research done, there are
encouraging findings that using the physiologic and
pharmacologic methods TOGETHER may give the
most effective results.

Conclusion
The study results are positive in favor of both
Levodopa and Hydrotherapy exercise training being
effective symptom management options to improve
quality of life and improving motor symptoms like
balance. However, more research is needed to compare
the two modalities, as well as study the two modalities
as adjunct treatment.
Future research should aim to determine long term
effects of hydrotherapy and physiotherapy, ability for
hydrotherapy to slow progression of disease and
compare the physiologic and pharmacological symptom
reduction modalities directly.
There is not enough evidence to change current
management guidelines, but there is a positive direction
to support and proceed with further research of
management modalities to improve balance and quality
of life in patients with mild to moderate Parkinson’s
Disease.

